Structural and functional roles of heme binding module in globin proteins: identification of the segment regulating the heme binding structure.
To investigate structural and functional significance of a newly proposed structural unit in globins, the "heme binding module", we synthesized a "heme binding module"-substituted chimeric globin and characterized its function and structure. In our previous study we proposed that the heme binding module, corresponding to the segment from Leu(F1) to Phe(G5) in hemoglobin alpha-subunit, plays a key role in constructing the heme proximal structure in globins. The replacement of the heme binding module in myoglobin with that of hemoglobin alpha-subunit converted the absorption spectra into that of the alpha-subunit, and, in the resonance Raman spectra, the vibration mode characteristic of myoglobin completely disappeared after the module replacement. The hyperfine-shifted NMR resonances for the cyanide-bound form of the module-substituted myoglobin also revealed that the orientation of the axial histidine is close to that of the alpha-subunit rather than that of myoglobin, while the deviations of the resonance positions of the NMR signals from the amino acid residues located in the distal site were subtle, supporting the preferential structural alterations in the heme proximal site. The present finding for the structural alterations in the module-substituted myoglobin confirms that the heme binding module can be a segment regulating the heme proximal structure in globin proteins.